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I returned to finish my book, and because of the children.
The   children!   They  pursued  their  studies  under  the
guidance of a Macedonian comitaji, whom I picked up at the
Russian Consulate,  where in spite of his anti-Communist
prejudices he had accepted work.   I thought he looked like
Dostoyefski, but most people thought he looked like Rasputin.
At all events he had a face like carved ivory, a long black beard
and deep-set tragic eyes.   He was an anarchist who had been
a teacher in the Rousseau school in Paris.   His principle was
to teach the children when they wanted to learn, and when they
did not want to, he distracted them with chemistry, under
guise of which he taught them how to make bombs.   These
they tested on the hilltop unbeknown to me.   Sometimes we
went sight-seeing and he accompanied us.   If I admired
anything that was removable, a carved stone for instance, or
an inscription in a wall, he offered to give it to me.   It mattered
little if it were a famous fragment mentioned in guide books or
catalogued in museum records.   He acknowledged no law of
property.   If I wanted it he would get it—somehow—in the
night, with accomplice friends!   I lived in constant dread of
receiving some compromising treasure.   He did indeed steal
a marble tombstone from a cemetery because I had admired
the carving.   In time we had to part with him, as one parts
reluctantly with some magnificent .animal that is proved
untameable.
Our chief friend, and one upon whom we depended
pathetically, was Ismet Pasha, the most notoriously beautiful
Turk in Pera, who wore a grey astrakhan kalpak as if it were a
crown (in a trilby or a bowler, under the new regulations, he
must have lost all his charm!) He was a cousin of the then
Prime Minister and worked as adviser to the Russian Arcos
Company. He was very anti-Bolshevik and they never took
his advice, but they paid him a large salary.
Whenever I had anything to say to our cook, who understood
not a word of anything but Turkish, I would ring Ismet upon
the telephone and beg him.
"Please tell Hassan he must not make scenes in^tbe
village cafe, and threaten to kill the Armenian storekeeper/* or,
" Please Ismet, we've got friends to dinner, will you order the

